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Entanglements.

My 5 years of training as an architectural engineer in Cairo con-
structed the frame from which I saw my profession, and my 1 
year in GSAPP allowed me to de-construct it and realize that 
perhaps there is no frame. Architects do not build in vacuum, 
they build within an entangled network of social, political, eco-
nomic and sociological contexts that are in constant dialogue. 

My work in GSAPP embodies that dialogue. The constant 
re-examination of where the architect’s role ends and other 
begins. 

The collection of work in this portfolio demonstrates the con-
stant negotiations between the architect and. The many hats I 
learned to wear during my year. Exploring architecture through 
conservation and adaptive reuse, through activism and agency, 
through real estate development, through photography and 
story-telling; and coming out with an understanding that the 
boundaries of architecture are not as solid as I once thought 
they were. 
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ARCHITECT + CONSERVATOR

Houston Bottling 
a design incubator in the former Cocacola 
bottling plant

Wonne Icx - Advanced VI (SPRING 2022)

The title of our project is Houston Bottling, an arts and design incubator 
in the former Houston Coca-Cola Bottling Plant. Just like we selectively 
removed Coca-Cola from the name, throughout the project we made 
design moves with the same spirit; cutting out spaces while preserving 
their memory.

The original 1950’s Coca-Cola bottling plant is a building that was studied 
for years to follow for disrupting loading and handling systems; pioneer-
ing a new standard for industrial efficiency.

Designed around a then novel concept of a “Drive-Thru Building”, the first 
of its kind innovation allows up to 75 trucks to simultaneously be loaded 
and unloaded by conveyer belts with minimal intervention, saving around 
44 thousand manual case handlings a day. The original street facing 
façade was a local spectacle. With large sheets of glass overlooking 
the bottling machinery, passersby got a glimpse of the industrial feat of 
“cleaning and filling” 1200 bottles a minute!  

Overtime, the original 1950s plan became muddied as more storage, 
warehouses and production lines were added; growing into a messy ac-
cumulation of structures and sheds.

Our design challenge was to convert this historic factory into an arts and 
design incubator. Our philosophy for the incubator is that mostly what 
emerging artists and designers need is space. And for the most part, the 
space that exists here already is perfectly suited to reuse, with minimal 
intervention.

Across the project, our adaptive reuse strategy is both simple and contra-
dictory. We work with and against the building, keeping parts while com-
pletely wiping out others. In other moments, we faithfully recreate historic 
facades that have been lost. 
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Houston Bottling 
looks both forward 
and backward, 

creating a new Arts 
space for the city 
while retaining the 
memory of what was 
here before.
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Model Pictures 
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ARCHITECT + MEDIATOR

My Gowanus 
Adapting NYCHA housing for community 
building and inclusion 

Stephen Burks - Advanced V (FALL 2021)

Being human is being part of a collective. The evolution of human from 
the age of hunters and gatherers to our information age has robbed us 
from some of our humanity, moving away from small-knit communi-
ties to urbanization and mass cities. Taking a deep dive into NYCHA’s 
Gowanus houses, you witness the effects on urban isolation with low 
safety and high crime rates.  Collective Efficacy, a study in John Jay’s 
School of Criminal Justice explains, is when a community builds trust 
and act as one body towards their common interest. “When they build 
collective efficacy, even without other changes, crime drops.” 

Building and strengthening the community is the foundation where 
ownership, empathy and trust emerge. Tackling this through NYCHA’s to 
Gowanus houses, this project will explore ways in communal architecture 
can lead to emotional ownership, resulting in a safe and vibrant commu-
nity. Gowanus housing project will be tactically redesigned through the 
four lenses or communal architecture: spaces of gathering, spontaneous 
interaction, spaces of activity, permeability of spaces.
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Being isolated both on the urban and architectural levels, the residents 
of Gowanus are not given a sense of ownership over where they live, 

or community with who they live with. 
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Project Goals
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Masterplan
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Unit Strategy/ Visual Dictionary Type Plans
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Hoyt St. Elevation 
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Baltic St. Elevation
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Site Entry/ Circulation 
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ARCHITECT + ACTIVIST 

Coup d’Social
Designing a street for social justice 

Bernard Tschumi - Advanced VI (FALL 2020)

Our prompt was to design a street for social justice, but we started with 
an investigation to examine if justice was the appropriate word. Equality 
is when everyone benefits from the same support, equity is giving every-
one the support they need like universities do with affirmative action to 
combat years of inequality, and justice is eliminating the root causes. 

Which brought us to our main question: what is the role of justice on 
the street? The street is already equal, everyone has access to the same 
things. We wanted to design an intervention that worked in reverse to 
provide equity, a space for women, the non-whites, the disabled the mar-
ginalized. And together with the tension between them they provide an 
ecosystem for justice.

We planned our intervention within stages: firstly attract the users to 
our building through our dynamic LED facade what is fully controlled by 
the people through cell phones. Secondly, once they’re in, we take them 
through a process of shattering their limiting beliefs, advocating and 
educating and supporting through reversing the outside social hierar-
chies, then finally during times of protest the structure transforms into an 
operations center for the movement. 

Our program is twofold, during daily use we take the people on a journey 
of reversing the outside hierarchies through 4 phases. Realization where 
when they enter the building they are empowered through the exclusion 
of the non-marginalized. Education, through book clubs, lectures, reading 
cafes. Behavior where they get to meet and interact with other people 
who affirm their new found beliefs, and finally support is where they can 
start lobbying, expressing and eventually mobilizing. 

When it’s time to protest, the structure goes on lockdown and transforms 
into an operations center for media management, press communications 
and lobbying efforts. 
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What is the role of the street in Justice ?
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Module/ Structure 

Our module started with a reversed triangle and then extrapolated. We decided to volumize it 
rather than extend it to defy the linearity of the street.
Each module’s size, aperture, and materiality evolves throughout the structure. The facades and 
some interior walls are interactive, showing images and video.

The structure of our building is made of stainless steel, with individual modules being screwed 
and welded together.
Modules support the weight of the entire system via columns, which are placed every 80’. Out-
side portions of the building clip together.
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Program: Daily vs Protest Mode
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Plans
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Module interactive furniture 
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Sections 
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Sections
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ARCHITECT + THINKER

Between Stability and Freedom: Define Your 
Utopia
A commentary on Seoul City Machine by 
Liam Young 

Andres Jaques - Transscalarities (FALL 2020)

In this imaginative story telling piece, we witness the future city from perspective of architect and futurist Liam Young. A dystopia of sort, where 
machine replaces man in an AI urban operating system that now runs the city of Seoul is portrayed in a 2-minute thought provoking video. Drones, 
flying cars, autonomous machines, all of our imaginative predictions of the future viewed with a dull “Big Brother” lens and narrated by an AI gener-
ated script. Although Young’s speculative piece is well informed with an extrapolation of current day technology, can it be argued that there could 
be a counter extrapolation where technology advances humanity rather than taking over it? Tackling the premise that the narrative was built on, one 
should/may ask whether the average citizen trust a politician or a machine to run their city? 

A rational first thought would be to choose the human, because we can relate to humans and trust them- while a machine is an alien system. The 
alien nature is amplified in Young’s video when the city machine declares, “I am older than a newborn baby but younger than the universe” (Young 
2019, 00:48) thus contrasting it’s timelessness with bound human timing making it hard for humans to empathize and relate to it. But a human comes 
with their own sets of biases, potential corruptions, and ulterior motives; while a machine is a transparent programed system that can be designed to 
fulfill collective needs. While one cannot review the motives of a politician, a machine is traceable and programmable and within the right bounds and 
regulations it has potential to implement a just system. During an interview Young stated, “I’d trust an AI to govern my city much more than I’d trust an 
idiot politician who is only interested in their reelection and their wealth” (Young 2020), thus denoting a potentially successful urban system. 

Which brings us to the subsequent argument: freedom or stability? An urban operating system is a bounding one, where individuals within the urban 
environment would have to sacrifice some of their freedom to achieve collective stability as emphasized in Young’s video with framing shots that 
position humans as subservient to the technology. Alternatively, if one chooses their absolute freedom, they risk their stability and might even lead 
to chaos as portrayed in the award-wining movie The Purge (DeMonaco 2013) when havoc wreaks in the 12 hours of anarchy. Leading to an age-
old controversy of achieving utopia: do we reach it by having absolute freedom or having a stable life that meets our needs and desires. A city run by 
programmable machines works for the collective harmony and stability naturally sacrifices parts of our human will, but whether this is a frightening 
situation or a convenient one is a matter of subjectivity. Young’s disembodied urban operating system comes with the promise of stability, but with the 
hovering drones and heavy surveillance, it becomes obvious that freedom is not included in the package. Machines and technology are key players in 
imagining the future, and while Young’s movie depicts the dystopian exploration, it should be up to the reader to decide their own utopia. A transparent 
system running your city with stability ensured or a human running your city with the promise of freedom?
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ARCHITECT + DEVELOPER

The Step Up 
A development proposal for a student 
housing complex on the Upper West Side

Eran Chen - Design by Development (FALL 2021)

Within a group of 4, two architects and 2 real estate developers, we were 
prompted to pick a site and create a full development proposal for it. The 
proposal should include site research, product type, massing, branding 
and marketing, and financials. 

My role was spread between the different tasks as I worked on the site 
research, massing, marketing, and branding. 

We chose a site by Central Park north, a very youthful area on the edge 
of Harlem. We then proposed small unit student/ youth housing and 
prepared a comprehensive design proposal for it. 
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Massing
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Schematic Plans Marketing and branding 
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BOE Financials 
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ARCHITECT + STORYTELLER 

Sanctuary  
Telling a story in pairs for 3, an empty sanc-
tuary in Marco Islands 

Michael Vahrenwald- Architectural Photography (FALL 2021)

I’ve always been fascinated with social media grids. How 3 squares have 
become a format of storytelling and expression. In this class, I tackled 
this format to tell stories of spaces through visuals only, allowing the 
three independent but cohesive squares to form a larger narrative. 
The project selected is my favorite one of 6 we had to shoot, edit and 
present in class. 
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